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W
elcome to June HQ readers and the official start of 
summer. We are so excited for the direction our wonderful
industry is headed and for the many great things coming
to HQ. Last month, we spoke a little about HQ’s new Pod
System. To expand a little, we want all of our readers to

understand the reasoning behind our transition. Our utmost concern is
providing all of you with the latest information and news and the hottest
new products to hit the market. In addition to that, we strive to provide
buyers with access to the most reputable wholesalers and distributors in
the marketplace. And because we have been your number one buyer’s
guide in our industry for over 17 years, we aim to support our clients 
and readers in every way possible. The Pod System fulfills this goal by
providing an important element lacking in so many other publications…
CUSTOMER SERVICE! YOU are the most important element to our 
business and we hope you all know how much we value your readership.

    Be sure to check out a new monthly series this June from Glenn
Hickory in his “Dope Report” which brings you the most recent news on 
medical and recreational cannabis. And don’t forget to flip to HQ’s
Quest for the Best section…this is where you will find the newest and
most successful products to hit the industry. 

    And remember, buyers and wholesalers alike, if you have yet to visit
HQ’s MarketZone to register, do so quickly! We have a special gift for
the first 200 buyers to register and an enticing promotion for 
wholesalers and distributors. If you have any questions, please email
communications@headquest.com or call the office at 505.275.6049. 

Thank you again for your continued support! See you all in steamy July! 

Chelsey, son, dad fishing in Minn. Page 60
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Jayson Magura, founder and
CEO of AFG Distribution, has a
knack for bringing products to
market that people want. 

    As a kid, Magura raised chickens
and sold their eggs to customers on
his newspaper route, and in the 
garden, he grew pumpkins that he
sold around the neighborhood.
When Magura was just thirteen, he
went to a flea market where he saw
a vendor with handmade pipes ---
obviously Magura was a little 
too young to know anything about
smoking, but he was fascinated by
the product and knew a good seller
when he saw it. 

    After high school, Magura started
making pipes from various materials
and peddled them at Grateful Dead
shows. His first show was Cricket Hill
near Chicago, and he sold every of
his hundred pipes --- the $800 profit
was a lot of dough at the time, and
Magura knew he was onto some-
thing good. He reinvested the
money into supplies and produced
as many pipes as he could. Other
Dead shows, a summer trip to
Woodstock and numerous Phish
concerts proved just as profitable. 

    After a few years, Magura started
obtaining pipes from other glass
blowers, and realized that is was
easier to be a distributor than a
manufacturer. Woodstock in 1999
proved Magura's tipping point as he
sold more than $35,000 in pipes.
He used the money to start a com-
pany called Appalachian Creations,
and collected pipes from indepen-
dent artists from North Carolina and
put together a hand-drawn catalog
that he mailed out to a few hundred
smoke shops. 

continued on page 58





Jun 1 Thursday Say Something Nice Day

Jun 2 Friday Leave the Office Early Day

Jun 2 Friday National Doughnut Day

Jun 3 Saturday Repeat Day

Jun 4 Sunday Hug Your Cat Day

Jun 6 Tuesday Drive-In Movie Day

Jun 7 Wednesday VCR Day

Jun 8 Thursday Best Friends Day

Jun 9 Friday Donald Duck Day

Jun 10 Saturday Iced Tea Day

Jun 11 Sunday Corn on the Cob Day

Jun 12 Monday Red Rose Day

Jun 13 Tuesday Sewing Machine Day

Jun 14 Wednesday Bourbon Day

Jun 15 Thursday Nature Photography Day

Jun 16 Friday Bloomsday

Jun 17 Saturday World Juggling Day

Jun 17 Saturday Eat Your Vegetables Day

Jun 18 Sunday International Picnic Day

Jun 18 Sunday International Panic Day

Jun 19 Monday Sauntering Day

Jun 21 Wednesday Daylight Appreciation Day

Jun 22 Thursday Onion Ring Day

Jun 23 Friday Take Your Dog to Work Day

Jun 23 Friday Typewriter Day

Jun 24 Saturday Swim a Lap Day

Jun 25 Sunday Please Take my Children to Work Day

Jun 26 Monday Chocolate Pudding Day

Jun 27 Tuesday Helen Keller Day

Jun 28 Wednesday Tau Day

Jun 29 Thursday Camera Day

Jun 30 Friday Meteor Watch Day
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Grenco Science awarded $47 Million in fraud case
     On March 7, 2017, a Federal Judge granted well-known personal vapor-
izer manufacturer Grenco Science $47 Million in damages from 65 differ-
ent online retailers found to be selling counterfeit versions of its products. 

    The Court offered this ruling not only for monetary purposes, but to
stop sales of unauthorized products online.

    According to the Grenco Science complaint, many of the unauthorized
sites named in the lawsuit are based overseas and go to great lengths to
conceal their identities and thwart shutdown. This includes operating
under multiple fictitious names, using numerous merchant accounts and
illegitimate search engine optimization tactics to drive traffic away from
the genuine Grenco Science online store. 

    The defendants often used logos and images directly sourced from
Grenco Science to further deceive possible customers.

    "This win represents the first of many in a continued effort against 
counterfeiters unlawfully infringing upon our intellectual property. And
while we're thrilled with this initial outcome, let this serve as notice that
we're only getting started," stated Chief Operating Officer Anthony
Marino when asked for comment.

Marijuana could be reclassified as a Schedule 3 drug
    Bipartisan legislation proposed in the House in early April would
make marijuana a Schedule III drug, removing cannabis from its current 
standing as a Schedule I substance alongside deadly contraband 
including ecstasy and heroin.

    By reclassifying weed in the same category as anabolic steroids,
Congress would “make it easier for ill-patients and scientific and 
medical researchers to obtain marijuana,” the bill’s authors stated.

    The proposal by Florida Reps. Matt Gaetz, a Republican, and Darren
Soto, a Democrat, aims to roll back the federal government’s ongoing 
pot prohibition to a lesser extent by removing existing hurdles said to be 
hindering researchers ability to understand the plant’s potential benefits.

    By reclassifying marijuana as a Schedule III substance, the bipartisan
duo intend to put weed in a category reserved for substances that “have
a potential for abuse less than substances in Schedules I or II and abuse
may lead to moderate or low physical dependence or high psychological
dependence.”

Marijuana may be legal in Canada by Summer 2018 
    Canadian government officials speaking on the condition of anonymity
to Motley Fool, say that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his 
progressive government are aiming to pass countrywide legalization of
recreational marijuana soon, such that by July 1, 2018, would be legal
for adults to smoke marijuana.

    Per the various sources reporting on the matter, adults ages 21 
and up would be allowed to buy recreational cannabis, users would be
allowed to possess up to 30 grams (more than one ounce), and 
households could grow up to four plants at a time. Though some pundits
have suggested a higher minimum age limit since brain development 
continues until age 25, the marijuana task force, which is offering
advice to the Canadian government, believes a higher minimum age
requirement would preserve black market sales.

    The marijuana task force also suggested that marijuana strains
should be taxed based on their potency. Thus, higher potency strains
should come with a higher tax rate than weaker strains.

    Lastly, the task force recommends that recreational marijuana not be
sold in the same locations as tobacco and/or alcohol. Therefore,
cannabis lounges could be set up in Canada, but they would have to be
alcohol-free establishments.

Candy is dandy, but not cannabis candy in Nevada
    Edible treats may not be so sweet if Senate Bill 344 passes and
makes illegal the sale of marijuana-infused candies that contain sugar.
Baked good would still be allowed. The measure would apply to products
resembling children's candies like gummy bears, lollipops, and even
sodas. Labels that depict cartoon characters, mascots, action figures,
balloons, fruits, or toys would also be prohibited across the state.

    While cookies, brownies, and other baked good would be acceptable
within the new law, they would not be allowed to be marketed and sold
in transparent packaging.

    Existing law requires marijuana products be clearly labeled as containing
marijuana. SB344 takes labeling a few steps further, requiring packaging
to indicate how many servings are in an edible marijuana product and
limits each serving to 25mg of the active ingredient THC. The measure
also dictates a maximum package size for marijuana products. 

    Division of Public and Behavioral Health, which regulates medical 
marijuana, raised concerns that 25mg of THC per serving is too high,
especially for people new to the substance. The Nevada Cannabis
Coalition applauded the bill, which standardizes portion sizes that 
currently vary by city and county.

Smokin' Spoken

    “I feel confident that Kushner and Ivanka Trump would advise the 
president not to come down harder on marijuana. How can you be 36
years old and grow up in New York City and be for having people jailed
for marijuana? It’s like the witch hunts.”

     - Rep. Steve Cohen speaking on possible influence that President Trump’s
son-in-law Jared Kushner has on his stance on legalizing marijuana.  v
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When the 16th Street Mall in downtown Denver,
Colorado opened in 1982 it was envisioned as a
hub for restaurants, entertainment and tourist
attractions.  That vision came to fruition and
today you can take a leisurely stroll down the 

outdoor promenade to buy some Broncos gear, grab a beer or buy
a joint.  Such is the case for many streets in Colorado and seven
other states (plus D.C.).  Around one in five Americans now live in
a place where its citizens can purchase recreational marijuana, a
concept that would have seemed impossible when the bricks
were being laid for the mall in Denver.

    In Colorado, there are more dispensaries than McDonald’s
and Starbucks combined.  Since the state legalized recreational
use in 2012, marijuana has become just as much of the Colorado
experience as the famous slopes and microbreweries, creating
an economic behemoth in its wake.

    According to a 2016 report from the Marijuana Policy Group, a
market research firm based in Denver, recreational marijuana
had an economic impact of $2.39 billion in 2015 while creating
over 18,000 full-time jobs.  That report also found that marijuana
was the second largest source of excise tax revenue at $121 
million.  That is a number three times larger than taxes collected
on the sale of alcohol. 

    The ancillary effects are also noticeable. The Colorado
Department of Tourism reported that overall tourism in Colorado
increased for the fifth straight year breaking another record with
over 70 million visitors contributing $19 billion to the state’s
economy in 2016.  While it is difficult to assess how much of this
tourism is directly related to marijuana, several companies have
popped up with the sole purpose of transporting people from 
dispensary to dispensary.  Think Napa, but instead of a fine
cabernet, you sample some “Green Crack.”  The comparisons to
California, another state that recently legalized the possession of
marijuana, do not end with Napa.  Drive 50 miles west of Denver
on I-70 into the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains and you find
yourself in an area dubbed the “Silicon Valley of Cannabis” for the
area’s advancements in marijuana technologies.

    All of this economic activity has a dark cloud hanging over it, 
however.  Marijuana is still very much illegal under federal law
which, due to the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution, 
supersedes any laws passed by the States.  Early indications from
the Trump administration and Attorney General Jeff Sessions 
signal that the Justice Department will not interfere with states’
medical marijuana laws, at least in cases of those inflicted with a
terminal disease.  However, the door has been left open to 

challenge the states recreational laws to the point that a Justice
Department representative emailed the Colorado Attorney
General’s office requesting information regarding marijuana
cases in the state.

    Already embattled with a possible Russian scandal and 
difficulties passing legislation, an administration trying to gain
popularity with the public may be unlikely to take on an issue like
recreational marijuana which 60% Americans favor.   But, as 
previously discussed, this is not a predictable administration and
as unlikely as it may seem that they will go down this road, it is
important to recognize their authority to do so.  With little or no
warning, the Justice Department, at the will of the President or
Attorney General, could send federal agents into dispensaries
across the country and force them to shut down.  A task with such
a broad scope may be impossible, however, given the size of 
the industry in place.  When California starts issuing licenses for
dispensaries next year, the task would likely be impossible.

    A more likely scenario is that the battle be fought in the courts.
With firm constitutional footing, the opposition to recreational and
even facets of the medical industries could deal a fatal blow to
legalized cannabis.  In late 2014, Oklahoma and Nebraska jointly
filed a suit against Colorado alleging that Colorado’s recreational
cannabis law violates the Controlled Substances Act and the
Interstate Commerce Act.  That spring, the Supreme Court sought
the view of the Obama administration regarding the suit.  Later
that year, the administration asked that the Court not hear the
case citing the dispute, “essentially that one state’s laws make it
more likely that third parties will violate federal and state laws in
another state... would represent a substantial and unwarranted
expansion of this court’s original jurisdiction.”  The Supreme Court
took the government’s advice, an inaction that effectively killed
the suit, however, it does not prevent future challenges.  

    Just last month, governors from the first four states to legalize
recreational marijuana, Colorado, Washington, Alaska and
Oregon, wrote a joint letter to Sessions and Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin urging their respective departments to maintain
the status quo left by the Obama administration.  Clearly, 
this indicates there is apprehension from these states as to the
future of their marijuana legislation whether it comes from the
enforcement of federal law or rules given to financial institutions
that allow cannabis-based businesses to secure bank accounts
and lines of credit.

    Next month, we will dive into these issues with greater detail
and survey the social, legal and economic implications of a 
possible crack-down on legalized marijuana.  v
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800-725-2481
www.zydot.com

•  POP Display
•  Knowledgeable  

Friendly Customer  
Service

•  Same Day Shipping
• No Minimum
•  Inclusion in Website  

Store Locator

•  Competitive Pricing 
•   FREE Window  

Posters
•  Handout/Brochures  

with every order.
•  Manufacturer’s  

Money Back  
Guarantee
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Behind the Scenes continued
     Before long, Magura was sourcing pipes from all over the country,
and with a successful new business, he decided a new name was in
order that would go along with his goal of selling a variety of 
products --- he came up with All Fun Gifts, shortened to AFG
Distribution, which sounded a bit less intimidating and more 
professional to retailers outside the smoke shop industry.

     The early days of AFG, founded in 1999, were literally run out of a
closet in a house Magura was renting. He had a table with a computer
and printer, and a space for packaging and shipping. It wasn't limiting
though - he did nearly half a million in sales that first year.

     Headquartered in Asheville, NC, where they have a 30,000 square
foot warehouse and a staff of more than 70 customer-focussed
employees, AFG has grown immensely since its humble beginning.
Their goal is to be a “One Stop Alternative Wholesaler,” and with over
8,000 products, that's exactly what they've become to tens of 
thousands of customers in the U.S., Canada and overseas.

     When AFG looks for products that they want to incorporate into 
their catalog, they look for things that aren't just unique and different,
but that have value to customers.

     “There's an explosion of entrepreneurs creating wonderful new 
products in our market,” Magura says. 

     “One of my keys to success was constant mailing, and using all my
resources. When I was making pipes I realized that I only had two
hands and could only make so much. When you pick other people's
stuff, you're helping them, and turning your two hands into four hands,”
he adds, “not only are you helping out other (vendors), you're helping
out the stores.”

     Constantly discovering salable products can be challenging, so 
a few years ago, AFG went from simply distributing products to also 
manufacturing and selling their own. AFG's in-house brands include
Shire Pipes, a distinctive line of wooden pipes, Buck Naked, the 
company's foray into the popular portable vape and e-liquid category,
and Pulsar, which also represents vaping, but on a more high-end
scale. There's even Grindhouse, high-quality grinders, and Herbal Chef
that brings to market silicone kitchenware for cannabis cooks.

     Pulsar continues to be one of AFG'S best-selling and innovative
product lines. Among the most popular products are the “Really
Indestructible water-Pipes (RIP) made from heat-resistant and 
ultra-durable medical-grade silicone, the APX Wax dab pen, and the
APX Smoker Electric Pipe promoted as “classic smoke with modern 
convenience.” “APX is our big baby, and we're continually making it
better,” Magura says. “It's not like the iPhone, where we're coming
out with the next version --- we just continue to upgrade it. Right now
we're working on extending the battery life, an audible feature so
that when it's ready to hit there's a buzz, and we're even thinking
about making it smaller.

     “With the Smoker, something I'd thought about for a long time, is
that when vaporizers first came out, they were great, but there was
a need for an electric pipe for flower – the smoker was it; instead of
using a lighter, you press a button, hold it for a few seconds, and it's
ready to go.”

    “It's not only about developing products that are new and 
different, and being able then to market at a better rate so that
stores can make money,” Magura adds, “it's also about offering
high-quality products at affordable prices.”  v





As the saying goes,
there are lots of fish
in the sea. That's a

good thing for glass artist
Chelsey Dahlstrom who's
made fish and fishing her
niche. To be technical
about it, most of the fish
that Chelsey creates
aren't actually from the
sea --- most inhabit rivers
and lakes. 

continued on page 78 
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Get ready to take a spin down the rabbit hole when you visit Mad Hatter's Hide Away in Rochester, New York. You might
add the words smoke shop to the store's name, but that would imply they're only about one thing --- established in 2011
by brothers Nick and Rocco Stebbns, Mad Hatter's has a little bit of everything.

    The front of Mad Hatter's is a tobacco smoker's paradise with humidors filled with over 300 different varieties of domestic
and Imported cigars. Among the most popular are Acid Cigars from Drew Estate, Macanudo and Cohiba cigars. In this section,
you'll also find pipe tobacco, cigarette rollers, cigarette injectors, filter tips, cigarette tubes, rolling papers, etc.

    For electronic cigarette smokers, Mad Hatter' carries brands such as Smoov, Ecto, Kanger, Eleaf, Aspire, Square and Halo.
They also offer a WIDE menu of E-juices such as Lush Vapor, Ecto, Buck Naked, Halo, Vegas Puff, Uncle Junks, Original 420,
Suicide Bunny, Steam Junk, One Hit Wonder, Cuttwood and many more. One of the most popular premium lines is the NY-based
Bad Drip Labs.

continued on page 74
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Shop of the Month continued

    Mods and hardware they leave to the dedicated vape shops. 
As Nick points out, the majority of vape customers coming to 
Mad Hatter's are doing so to kick their cigarette habit rather than
chasing clouds. 

    A doorway leads to the “Hide Away” in the back of the store where 
customers will find functional glass, hookahs and other herbal
smoking accessories from major brands, such as RooR and Illadeph,
to local independent artists and production studios. The best
movers are hand pipes $25 and below, but headier pieces are 
gaining a customer base too. Smart displays with the artist's name
and location helps to generate a buzz of interest.

    “We're building up that clientele that is willing to spend a decent
amount, especially if it's something by a local artist or one that they 
follow,” Nick says. 

    Glass isn't just something that Mad Hatter's sells – Nick recently
took up glass blowing, and one of their staff members can also be
found at the torch. Having that first-hand experience allows them to
take on some custom pieces and also give their customers an 
honest education about the craft and the functionality and value of
different pieces.

continued on page 88
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World UFO Day: This highly dubious holiday—though, really, who are we to judge?—falls on the first of July every year. And what
better day to get outside and stare at the sky? Depending on where your store exists in this crazy world, chances are it’s starting
to get warmer as we crack the top on the seventh month of the year. Open the doors and windows, throw something on the grill,
and invite your best customers (maybe you have a frequent buyer’s club or an email list or some kind of designation—these are
the folks you want stopping by) over to eat, drink, laugh, and hope for something unidentified in the air. Whether or not it shows
up is kinda beside the point. You’re showing love and increasing loyalty.

Independence Day: For better or for worse, it’s one of the biggest holidays in these United States. You can give discounts to
people for covering themselves in stars and stripes. You can bring in a bunch of patriotic mercy and go to town that way. If you
wanna get really weird, tell your best customers that anyone who comes in and quotes a motivational scene from Independence
Day gets a discount, just make sure you’re serious about that motivation. Riffing on freedom and liberty is great as well, and
there are a lot of ways to look at those nebulous ideas that people can relate to. Get creative!

Nelson Mandela International Day: Since 2010, folks all over the world have been gathering together to celebrate peace,
diversity, and all sorts of good feelings in the name of fighting poverty. On July 18, you should do the same thing. How does it
apply to your store? Well, we’re not ones to get bossy, but you seem like a pretty chill person, who likes hanging out with other
chill persons, so why not invite them over? Ask your customers to come up with their most Mandela-esque idea. The winner gets
50% off their purchases for the day. Or, maybe, in the spirit of helping others, you take the day off with your staff and help some-
one less fortunate. It may not help your bottom line, but if it helps your community? Even better.

National Lasagna Day: Around HQ, we’re savory food people. You have your cheesecake, and that’s fine, but we’ll take 
this cheese-and-sauce-laden day of days that lands on July 29. And there are a number of ways you can play this for your shop. 
A lasagna-making contest is obvious, but perhaps a little too obvious. Maybe just get shameless and offer a discount to anyone
who brings you a lasagna. Or have everyone drop their recipes into a fish bowl—the winner gets a special offer. Ah, who are we
kidding? It’s obvious that you should have a lasagna contest. Apologies for the food coma you’re in after, though.

HQTips

1.

2.

3.

4.

It’s hard out there for a retail shop. You’ve got customers to serve, bills to pay, appearances to keep up, lights to keep on, vendors to
please, employees to please, and a whole host of other things to take care of that a humble trade publication like Headquest wouldn’t
even think of in an intro to a goofy piece like this. But what we can do is offer some suggestions to help gets folks into your store, buying
things and having fun. That’s the idea of this new monthly column which will detail a handful of promotional sales ideas for your store.
Consider them a brainstorm—a place for jumping off into new ideas that will inject some life into your storefront. And let us know what you
think. We’d love to come up with some suggestions for a theme that makes sense to you.
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    Chelsey grew up fishing for catfish in Minnesota, and now lives in
Billings, Montana where the Yellowstone River runs through 
her backyard. Among the fish that Chelsey has turned into rigs,
handpipes, chillums, and carb caps are rainbow trout, brown trout,
brook trout, steelehead, large mouth bass, king salmon, northern
pike, walleye, cutthroat, tiger muskie, catfish, sturgeon, snook, 
bullhead, peacock bass, golden trout, and speckled trout. She's even
created dab tools that resemble a fly fishing rod and reel.

    Chelsey started playing with glass in the spring of 2014. She'd 
studied printmaking and sculpting in college, and it was at the 
urging of her partner, Rusty Steele, manager of Billing's Discontent
smoke shop.

    “Eventually I gave it a try and fell in love with it,” Chelsey says. 
“I like glass is for the same reason I like ceramics; there's just so
much you can do with it.”

    Fish and fishing seemed like a great fit with life in Montana, a
mecca for fly fisherman. It was also a subject that hadn't really been
done to death like dinosaurs and dragons. The fish themselves, with
their many beautiful colored scales, come to life through a wide variety
of boro and frit.

continued on page 90

Glassblowing continued
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Taylor Made glass
Instagram:

taylormade_glass

Gato Negro glass
www.instagram.com/
gatonegroglass

Manuel Amezcua
Igniteglassworks@yahoo.com
Instagram: @igniteglassworks

Chris Aus/Sunsi Glass
Insta@sunsiglass





Digital decisions

    The first thing you’ll need is a camera. That's a given, but it's not necessary to spend thousands for a camera to produce 
high-quality images. Consumer DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) cameras are getting more affordable every year. If you plan
on taking lots of product photos, it may make sense to invest in a good digital camera. Most DSLR cameras, like the Canon
T6i and Nikon D3300, can be purchased as a bundle with a short zoom lens, batteries and memory card, for around $500. 

    If you'd rather not hassle with a lens, a point and shoot camera will do the trick and still include most of the same controls.
Panasonic Lumix and Nikon Coolpix are popular options.

    In a pinch, most cell phones can also be used for taking product photos. Free apps like VSCOCam will help you get
excellent quality shots with a variety of presets and custom filters. 

continued on page 87 

Apicture is worth a thousand words. When it comes to product photography, words like blurry, dark and distracting are what
you want to avoid. An image where the product is sharp, correctly-exposed and presented to highlight its best features will
grab the attention of customers and entice them to buy (if you're selling online) or come in and purchase in person if you're
showing items off on social media.
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Picture Perfect continued

Get lit
Nobody does lighting better than Mother Nature. Natural light is by
far your best option for making your products look their best.
Artificial light can leave colors looking yellow and dull, and intricate
details will not show up as well. If you must use a flash, you'll want
to use a diffuser to soften the light and reduce hard shadows. You
can make a simple flash diffuser by taping a piece of kleenex over
the flash on your camera. There will always be some shadows, but
the idea is to balance your composition and not have anything be
too light or too dark.

Do a background check
The point of product photos is to put your product on display. The
last thing you want to do is bring attention to unwanted details and
have your product lost amidst a distracting background. One of the
worst setups you can do is to set an item on your counter and shoot
it with a busy store behind. It's best to keep backdrops simple. A
white background – a large piece of poster board works perfectly, is
clean and modern, with no distractions. Having white surrounding
your product also makes it easier to isolate the subject should you
need later editing. 

Pro Hack: Roll out a long piece of white paper and stick one end
with tape to the wall or heavy support so that you have a seamless
curving background on which to sit your product. 

Keep it steady
You might be in the chillest frame of mind, but your hands are not
steady enough to be taking high quality product photos. A tripod will
keep the smallest movement from blurring your image; it will also
allow you to focus and frame your shot, and experiment with lighting
and product placement until you get all the elements just how you
like them. Camera shake can occur even when you’re shooting with
a tripod. To avoid this, set the timer on your camera so once you
press the trigger, the camera has time to sit completely still.

Ready, aim, fire
There really is no need to use the manual mode on your camera, or
for that matter to even try understanding all the intricacies to 
correctly setting aperture and shutter speeds. Modern cameras
have a built-in automatic setting and scene modes to eliminate the
guesswork and produce a perfect shot (most of the time). Full auto
will give you a well-exposed, sharp photo, but it will be lacking any
creative flair – you might call this the good-enough mode. Choosing
the indoor scene mode will give you a more even exposure. For a
truly professional look, try the macro mode which will put your 
product in sharp focus and softly blur the background.

If you follow these simple and easy-to-follow tips, the quality and
value of your photos will put your products in their best light and
enhance your customer's shopping experience. v



    Mad Hatter's takes good care of their customers, rewarding them
with the FiveStars loyalty program that gives them points for every
dollar that they spend that they can then use towards future 
purchases. The program allows customer buying activity to be
tracked, and also automatically sends out emails with special 
discounts to attract those who might not be shopping as frequently.

    You don't have to be a smoker to find something to your liking –
body jewelry, sunglasses, incense, posters, shot glasses, flasks,
stash safes, tote bags, T-shirts, candles, and a ton of more great
products. Variety is one of the things that keeps the Stebbins 
brothers coming in to work. They've had other businesses from 
lawn-care to rental properties and even a delicatessen, but a smoke
shop --- or whatever you want to call it --- is something where they
knew they could give the people of their community something 
different that they'd been missing.

    “We originally opened up because we felt we could do a lot 
better than the other guys around,” Nick says. “A lot of stores got
comfortable and expected people to automatically come to them,
but we make sure our customers are treated well and we have 
whatever it is that they need.”  v

Mad Hatter's Hide Away
Rochester, New York      madhattershideaway.com
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    “Being able to layer each of the colors, really can bring out 
whatever fish I'm trying to make,” Chelsey says. “There are unlimited
possibilities with glass, and that's why I'm able to make them so 
realistic.”

    “I've always been drawn to the realism side of the art,” Chelsey
adds. “I try to make my fish as realistic as possible, and before I
make something, I'll research it and make drawings of it; there are a
million sketches of fish in my studio that I've done.”

    Just because a pipe is fish-shaped doesn't mean it functions less 
effectively. Chelsey's “fish head” water pipe, for instance, has a fixed
down-stem with a two-hole diffy and a 90-degree fish tail female
joint with a mouth-piece between the eyes.

    You might say that Chelsey's work is a great catch. Ironically, she's
been so busy in her studio, being a mom, and helping out in the
smoke shop that she's yet to cast a line into the local waters.

    “I haven't had time to go fishing which is like a sin here,” she
says. “fly fishing is on my bucket list so I need to get my ass out there
and do it!” v

Chelsey Dahlstrom
Trapper Studio   Billings, Montana   @trapperstudio

Glass Blowing continued
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POP E-JUICE    
    There's nothing more refreshing than kicking
back with a can of soda. POP e-Juice is a new line
of e-liquid in six classic soda pop flavors – Cola,
Cream Soda, Grape Crusher, Rootbeer Float, The
Doo (a citrus soda flavor that we are all familiar
with) and The River (limey creamy goodness in a
bottle. This one is based off of a midwest favorite
and the best way to describe it is a lime soda with
a hint of cream). But as they say on TV, “Wait,
there's more!” The 60ml bottles come packed in
reusable metal soda-style stash cans. 

www.pop-ejuice.com 
630.534.0767

MEDTAINTER  
    The Medtainer is the VERY FIRST patented
Airtight, Water-tight, and smell proof medical grade
container with a built in grinder. Developed with
the needs and wants of the everyday consumer in
mind. From its medical and recreational uses to
even your home uses such as keeping your spices
fresh, The Medtainer is the perfect container/
grinder for all your needs. Each Medtainer includes
a Boveda humidity control pack to ensure ultimate
freshness. 

www.Themedtainer.com
951.284.7550

APX SMOKER   
    When is a vape not a vape? When it's the APX
Smoker the scientifically designed ceramic power
pad atomizer, which heats up in 5-10 seconds,
makes the APX Smoker a combustion powerhouse
that will appeal to traditional pipe smokers, while
offering the convenience of stealth, pocket friendly,
modern technology. A pure quartz lined chamber
and all-glass mouthpiece cool those hot hits before
they reach your palate while preserving the natural
flavor and aroma of your dry herb strains. 

www.afgdistribution.com 
855.234.4386
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TRANSFORMER TUBES    
    Transformer Tubes takes a mix and match approach to water pipes. The 
interchangeable modules can be assembled to create many different colorful 
combinations of smoking pipes and hookahs. No two are the same. There are 
even modules with LEGO characters inside. It's not just about looks – made
out of polycarbonate, Transformer Tubes are shatter proof and have a glass
bowl and downstem for an incredibly smooth hit. 

www.transformertubes.com   •   844.TUBE LAB

SLAPPACK    
    Higher State Creations is a company that was created to solve everyday
problems we experience as smokers. Their Silicone SlapPack, named so because
it slaps onto your tube, rig or hookah, allow you to never again have to search
for a lighter. Silicone leaves your tube un-altered or affected in any way from
using it. You can simply just take it right off as easily as you put it on. Try one
out, you will never need to search for a lighter or poker again. 

www.Higherstatecreations.com   •  508.245.3796

RESOLUTION CLEANING SYSTEM    
    Resolution is bringing a revolution to glass cleaning. Their silicone Res Caps
stretch to fit water pipe openings and provide a leak free seal which make
cleaning your glass a dream. Simply fill your piece with the cleaning solution of
your choice then place the Res Caps over the openings and shake away. After
two years in development, Resolution just launched their own eco-friendly Res
Gel --- an ultra effective cleaning solution that comes in a resealable pouch,
allowing the user to add the solution to their water pipe or inserting small hand
pipes and accessories into the package for individual cleanings. 

www.Resolutioncolo.com   •   720.507.6832

NAIL CROWN FLOWER EDITION    
    The good folks at Cruz Culture, makers of the Nail Crown, introduce the new
Flower Edition --- a silicone multi-tool with everything you need for enjoying
your flower on the go. The platinum grade silicone Nail Crown, available in 18
different colors, allows you to grab and store heated nails. Beyond that, use
your Nail Crown to keep dabbers, store concentrates and even hold your lighter
and papers. The Cruz Culture Nail Crown puts all the tools you need in one
compact package so you’ll never reach your destination only to discover you
forgot that critical tool. 

www.Cruzculture.com   •   844.278.9285
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It’s one of the greatest albums of
the ’80s, one of top 50 guitar
albums of all time and one of the
finest 100 albums ever, but the
numbers don’t do Daydream Nation

justice. Even beyond such trivial lists,
in 2006 the Library of Congress added
the album to the National Recording
Registry. So not only is Daydream
Nation “culturally, historically, or
aesthetically important” but it’s also in
the company of similarly monumental
recordings such as an 1895 Booker T.
Washington Speech and the Dave
Brubeck Quartet’s Time Out.

    Despite the acclaim, though, the
best summation of Sonic Youth’s
overall greatness came during a conver-
sation I had with Kill Rock Stars founder
Slim Moon while researching an SY
story shortly after the band’s 2006
album, Rather Ripped. “We will follow
a favorite author for 20 years and 20

books, and forgive them for a bad book
or two, but we rarely have these kinds
of ongoing relationships with rock
bands,” the musically intense Pacific
Northwest expat began. “Sonic Youth
has given us the richest, most consis-
tent body of work of any rock band in
the history of rock music. There ought
to be hundreds of bands who have a
multi-decade ‘conversation’ with their
fans that has some real substance, but
the truth is, there just isn’t. Sonic Youth
is one of the only ones.”

    Daydream Nation—now given the
full-on reissue treatment nearly 20
years after its original release—reaf-
firms guitar as the backbone of rock
’n’ roll and frightens the hell out of
anyone who thinks rock music is “too
noisy.” And that’s the thing: This record
is too noisy. It’s rock music in a
nutshell—fuzzy, unpredictable and
ready to hurtle off the rails at any

moment, crashing down the mountain in a ball of flames.
But, somehow, something holds it together. Thurston Moore,
Kim Gordon, Lee Ranaldo and Steve Shelley, in making
their most agreed-upon masterpiece (there are a handful
in SY’s catalog), also set the standard for organized chaos
in the form of a rock record. The year was 1988, and the
first Bush was about to take the presidency without so
much as a whimper from his competitor, so what were a
group of hip, young New York musicians supposed to do
aside from make the most punishingly beautiful album
they could?

    From one of the best track-one/side-ones of all time
(“Teenage Riot”), which is about appointing J Mascis the
leader of a nation that seemed in a perpetual daydream
(Sonic Youth was collectively obsessed with Dinosaur Jr
at the time), to the ending trilogy (a full 70 minutes later),
this was clearly one of those Grand Statement works
destined for either utter failure or complete success. The
latter proved true; between those bookends is everything
from mountain-tall guitar lines that would make Television
proud to the stripped-back, surreal “Providence,” consisting
of ghostly piano and an answering-machine message from
The Minutemen’s Mike Watt.

    It makes sense, then, that the band and Geffen chose
to augment this remastered version with a mirror image:
The second disc comprises a solid live version of every song
from the original record, plus four hard-to-find 
studio-recorded covers of The Beatles, Neil Young, Mudhoney
and Captain Beefheart. If you’ve never heard Sonic Youth
do “Touch Me I’m Sick” or “Electricity” (from the pricey, 
out-of-print Beefheart tribute Fast ’n’ Bulbous), then you’re
missing some of this iconic group’s most fun moments.

    For open-minded listeners seeking the true possibilities
of what can be accomplished through rock ’n’ roll, Daydream
Nation was—and is—a wakeup call. “Yes, you can do 
whatever you want,” it seems to say. Over the years the
album has earned Sonic Youth many a fan, perhaps the
biggest among them being the aforementioned bass-playing
Minuteman Watt. After his friend and bandleader D. Boon
died in a car accident, Sonic Youth lit a fire under Watt,
getting him playing again. When I phoned Watt (for the
same SY article I interviewed Moon for), he got to the heart
of why, after over 25 years, this band still matters.

    “It’s easy to see through Sonic Youth that there are
always possibilities,” he said. “Anything can happen. They
redefine rock ’n’ roll for themselves and make it their own.
It’s very empowering. It’s a revolution every few years
where new people come into the fold and listen to their
records and go to their shows. It’s hard to think of a world
without Sonic Youth.”  v
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